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International Petrus Alamire Lab

In 2015 the theme of the Laus Polyphoniae festival will be Petrus Alamire. In honour of the occasion, the International Young Artist’s Presentation will be renamed the International Petrus Alamire Lab. The focus will be placed on the musical oeuvre brought together by Petrus Alamire in the numerous manuscripts he created.

Coaching for young artists and ensembles is one of the most essential elements of the International Petrus Alamire Lab. We provide feedback on the concept and approach right from an early stage, and in a second stage the artists receive musical coaching from international experts.

The International Petrus Alamire Lab is oriented towards both historical and contemporary interpretations. We challenge musicians and ensembles to take Petrus Alamire on. Historical performances, transcriptions, contemporary adaptations or multidisciplinary creations based on the work of Petrus Alamire are all welcome!

The selected artists and ensembles will be awarded with three days of coaching sessions and offered a performance opportunity during the early music festival Laus Polyphoniae 2015 in Antwerp. Supplementary coaching is possible during AlbaNova on 28 June 2015.

The coaching sessions will be led by composer-saxophonist and founder of BLINDMAN Eric Sleichim and the Spanish (baroque) soprano Raquel Anduezas (La Galania, L’Arpeggione).

The International Petrus Alamire Lab is a project of Musica, ImpulsCentrum voor Muziek and Music realized in collaboration with AMUZ (Flanders Festival Antwerp).